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On March 8, 2020 at the International Women’s Day  
celebrations, the Government of Manitoba announced the 

Empower Women 20/20 Awards to recognize Manitoba  
women who have made outstanding contributions  

to the advancement of gender equality. 

Unfortunately, less than a week later, the first case of  
COVID-19 was identified in Manitoba. With the focus of  

community and business leaders working hard to manage 
the pandemic and protect their communities, it was  
necessary to delay the award process committing to  

launch the awards to a later date.

Our government relaunched the Empower Women Awards 
for 2021 with the focus on recognizing the significant  

contributions made by women and girls during the  
pandemic. Two deserving Manitoba women, one adult  
and one youth (up to age 24), will receive this award.  

Many incredible women were nominated this year,  
from a variety of sectors across Manitoba.  

The award winners were selected based on the overall  
strength of the nomination as well as community  

involvement, intersectionality of their efforts,  
along with addressing systemic issues, lasting change  

and scale of response. 

Please join us in recognizing the important 
efforts of all women nominated for the  
Empower Women 2021 Awards!



Message from the Minister  

responsible for the Status of Women 

As Minister responsible for the Status of Women, I congratulate all of the exceptional 

women nominated for the inaugural Empower Women 2021 Awards! 

Through a wide variety of nominations, we saw all aspects of women’s lives and the 

tremendous contributions they made to our province during this unprecedented time.  

Our nominees range from those who work in health care, to community volunteerism, 

trades and engineering, and social services. These nominations acknowledge that women 

mould our society in many ways. Manitobans are forever grateful for the dedication,  

compassion and commitment of these women in improving the health and well-being  

of their community and in our province. 

I extend my sincere appreciation to all those who nominated these remarkable women 

and community leaders in our province. Thank you for lifting these women up, and  

sharing their accomplishments with all of us.

I look forward to hosting you at the inaugural Empower Women 2021 Awards! 
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As Minister responsible for the Status of Women and chair of the 
Gender-Based Violence Committee of Cabinet (GBVCC), I am 
honoured to release Manitoba’s Framework: Addressing Gender-
Based Violence. This framework builds on the commitment our 
government has made to address gender-based violence, and outlines 
how our government is organizing itself to address this critical issue.

Addressing gender-based violence is not the responsibility of one 
department or organization, it requires a whole-of-government 
approach in partnership with other levels of government and 
community. We are committed to collaborating across government 
to break down departmental silos as we work with community to improve outcomes and 
address gender-based violence.

Manitoba has some of the highest rates of gender-based violence, and their impacts are 
broad and far-reaching. Violence can affect victims’ short and long-term physical health,
psychological/mental health, relationships, ability to work or continue with school, can lead  
to poverty or homelessness, and can have ripple effects on those around them.

The COVID-19 pandemic has emphasized the need for coordinated, concrete actions 
to support those who are vulnerable to or are experiencing gender-based violence. The 
important and critical public health measures of restrictions and isolation have exacerbated 
the stressors facing those at risk of gender-based violence. This increased stress has resulted 
in an increased likelihood of violence within relationships at home and within intimate 
partnerships. It is important, particularly now, that we take concrete action to address  
gender-based violence in all its forms.

Though this framework is focused on gender-based violence, we acknowledge the unique 
nature of the experiences of Indigenous peoples and the need to address the Calls for 
Justice of the National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls.
We will prioritize activities that link to the recommended priorities identified from 
engagement with families, survivors, community-based organizations, the broader 
community and Indigenous leadership.

This document is rooted in the research, principles and recommendations of several  
reports and feedback and advice from community stakeholders. The document outlines  
key priorities organized in the themes of Prevention, Support and Intervention and is a 
starting point for the ongoing work and discussions on this complex and multi-faceted 
issue. As work proceeds, and ongoing discussions and engagements occur, new needs will 
continue to be identified and we commit to ongoing dialogue with people impacted by 
gender-based violence. The activities will change and adapt as we move through this work.

I would like to express my sincere thank you to the stakeholders who participated and shared 
their valuable knowledge and experience. I also want to acknowledge all Manitobans who 
participated in the many other engagement processes that this framework also reflects.

Message from the chair of the  
Gender-Based Violence Committee of Cabinet



Alison Dallas-Funk 
Alison Dallas-Funk is the Director of the Lord’s Bounty Food Bank in Flin Flon,  
where she has been a volunteer for over a decade. Throughout the COVID-19  
pandemic, Alison has worked tirelessly to keep her clients and volunteers safe.  
As a result, the food bank did not close for even a single day during lockdown.  
When schools closed in accordance with public health orders, she worked with  
them to distribute food hampers to families dealing with food insecurity. Alison  
arranged for the food bank to access the commercial kitchens of organizations  
such as the Salvation Army and Community Disability Services, enabling the  
preparation of meals to be distributed to those in need.  

Alison is also a committee member for the Flin Flon Rotary Club, where she  
helped organize a summer lunch program to address food insecurity for children  
during the school year.  

 Amanda Malboeuf
 Dr. Amanda Malboeuf is a proud Métis woman and 
 a dedicated veterinarian at Winrose Animal Hospital.  
 She spends many hours outside of work taking  
 additional courses to ensure she can provide the highest  
 level of veterinary care, and donates surgical hours to  
 offer free or low-cost spays and neuters to organizations  
 like the Winnipeg Humane Society and K9 Advocates.  
 During the COVID-19 pandemic, Dr. Malboeuf extended  
 her clinic hours,  in an already busy schedule, to keep  
 up with increased demand to ensure that all animals  
 could be seen. 

Dr. Malboeuf is a strong advocate for maintaining a work-life balance and regularly  
helps and encourages her colleagues to take care of their mental health. She has led  
Truth and Reconciliation learning opportunities at the Animal Hospital and is a role 
model to many veterinarians at the beginning of their careers. 
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 Angbeen (Angie) Arshad  
 Angie is passionate about promoting health and well-being  
 through recreation and leisure and advocating for gender  
 equity, inclusion, racism and ageism. She is also passionate  
 about advocating for persons living with dementia and  
 being the voice for marginalized groups. Along with being  
 a graduate with a Bachelors of Recreation Management  
 and Community Development degree, Angie has completed  
 the “Option in Aging” specialization through the University  
 of Manitoba along with the Geriatric Program Certification  
 through McMaster University.

Angie has experience working within the field of therapeutic recreation in a personal 
care home and adult day program setting, and in the community with the Alzheimer  
Society of Manitoba, Red River College, Active Aging in Manitoba and the 55+ Games.  

In June 2020, Angie joined the Municipal Region of Halton as Staff Development  
Coordinator. In this new role, she is part of the Strategic Management Team, planning 
and facilitating legislated and non-legislated education for professionals working in  
long-term care. Angie is a member of the diversity, equity and inclusion committee for  
the Halton region and leads anti-black racism and equity training for her division.  

 Candice Swick Hnatuk 
 Candice Swick Hnatuk is the owner of a small business   
 in Charleswood, Bee Wellness, for mature adults & people  
 with rehab needs. She started her business nine years with  
 two goals in mind. The first was to make sure that her Dad  
 (Harold Swick) would not just walk again, but be able to  
 live his life with his family and grandchildren. The second  
 was to give back to the older adult community to keep  
 them functional and be part of a “family” where they  
 could stay active. 

Candice is someone who has a passion for delivering safe and enjoyable rehab and 
wellness programs to older adults. Each year for the last 15 years, she has grown her 
business by educating herself with various certifications in the older adult field, and by 
becoming an Older Adult Rehab Therapist and will soon become an older adult clinician.

What drives Candice is the passion and excitement in seeing people reach their goals 
and have the opportunity to live again. Candice is grateful for the love and support  
she receives from her husband, children and parents. 



 Delaney Cadwell – Youth  
 Delaney Caldwell is an experienced service clerk in the  
 COVID-19 Pandemic Response Team. Driven by empathy  
 and compassion, she takes pride in providing the best  
 information and care possible to guide the community 
 through COVID-19 situations. As a COVID-19 service  
 clerk, Delaney provides an essential service that promotes  
 health care, helps to prevent disease and delivers services 
 for all based on the public health orders. 

Prior to joining the Pandemic Response Team, Delaney was a noteworthy leader in  
the retail industry. You may know her as a customer service clerk with Manitoba Liquor 
and Lotteries. Delaney played an integral role in the store as a leader, creative innovator 
and social coordinator. Delaney can also be credited with supporting and strengthening 
society as a whole by volunteering her time to non-profit organizations such as  
Pride Winnipeg as well as caring for seniors and donating blood.

Delaney is currently studying at the University of Manitoba, working towards a degree  
in Health Care.

 Divya Sharma – Youth 
 Divya Sharma has always been a determined, driven young  
 woman with a passion for giving back to her community.  
 She is highly involved in her school, being the leader of  
 Rotary Interact Club, Youth in Philanthropy and serving  
 as the 2021 President of the Fort Richmond Collegiate  
 Student Council. In addition to being a well-rounded  
 student, Divya co-founded Law & Witness for students  
 enthusiastic about advocacy. Given her dedication,  
 Divya has been honoured with the Manitoba 150 Award,  
 among many others. 

Being the youngest member of the Asian Women of Winnipeg board and commitment  
to 15+ organizations, Divya continues building strong communities for all.
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 Funmi Ojo  
 With over a decade of experience in psychiatry, critical  
 care and long-term care, Funmi continues to be a strong  
 advocate for the promotion of health and wellness among  
 all Manitobans, with a continued focus on older adults,  
 women and children. 

 Her experiences as a Registered Nurse across North America  
 have made her realize the importance of promoting physical  
 and mental health, particularly among the at-risk and  
 minority groups. Funmi’s objective since joining Revera  
as a Director of Care has been to ensure uncompromising quality of nursing care for 
every resident. She also actively promotes diversity in the workforce to reflect the  
community served.

In addition to volunteering in the community, Funmi serves in the professional community, 
as a member of the Governance Committee with the Association of Regulated Nurses  
of Manitoba. Funmi has a Master’s degree in Nursing Informatics & Administration.  
She is also a certified gerontological nurse through the Canadian Nurses Association.

 Ginette Poulin 
 Dr. Poulin is a family physician, an addictions medicine  
 expert, a certified Canadian Executive Physician Leader, 
 a Registered Dietitian and a former professional dancer;  
 whom, after having ventured to various provinces and 
 countries to pursue her studies, returned to her home 
 province of Manitoba. She contributes both professionally  
 and personally to the well-being of Manitobans through  
 education, health services, advocacy, leadership, research  
 and community development. She not only volunteers her 
time with boards locally, provincially, and nationally, but can also be found anywhere 
across the province helping, teaching, mentoring and problem solving for the benefit  
of others. 

COVID-19 has been a time of high need and stress in healthcare, but that has not stopped 
Dr. Poulin from developing and offering additional support for addictions treatment as 
well as ways to minimize the spread of COVID-19 throughout the province. Dr. Poulin’s 
dedication and passion to improving services and health outcomes are unparalleled.  
Her high energy is magnetizing and has captured the hearts of many. She is focused  
on inspiring meaningful change, particularly in stigmatized and vulnerable domains. 
Through her hard work and devoted efforts, she hopes to contribute to a more  
equitable Manitoba. 



 Humaira Jaleel 
 Humaira Jaleel is a woman of intellect, vision, and  
 pragmatism: a fascinating trio of attributes finding  
 expression in her empowering relationships, effective  
 organizing for change and courageous actions.

 An immigrant to Canada, a mother of four, a community  
 builder and a women empowerment leader, Humaira is  
 the founder and Executive Director of Healthy Muslim  
 Families and a Juris Doctor candidate at the University  
 of Manitoba.

For the last 15 years, Humaira has been working in the Winnipeg community in different 
roles and has created long lasting community initiatives focusing on newcomer and 
gender equality issues.

Some of the projects she is leading are Support for Victims of Domestic Violence,  
the Restorative Justice Program for Youth in the Newcomer Community and Breaking 
Down Barriers towards Gender Equality. 

 Kathryn Atamanchuk 
 Kathryn is passionate about women in engineering and  
 aerospace. In 2020, she completed a Master’s of Science  
 in Biosystems Engineering where her research focused 
 on understanding career persistence of women in the  
 engineering workforce in Manitoba. She is also one of the  
 founders and coordinators of the Women in Engineering  
 and Geoscience Mentorship Program that aims to create  
 a community of women in engineering and geoscience  
 in our province. Growing this event from 68 participants  
 in 2015 to 200 participants in 2021 is a source of much  
 pride for Kathryn. 

In her current role as Engineer-in-Residence and Industry Partnerships Facilitator for  
the Price Faculty of Engineering at the University of Manitoba, Kathryn teaches courses 
to promote industry-ready graduates and helps strengthen collaborations between the 
University and Manitoba’s aerospace and advanced digital manufacturing sectors. 
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 Kathy Paul 
 Kathy graduated with her Chartered Professional 
 Accountant designation in 2005. She has worked for  
 the federal government in various roles. A born leader  
 who rises to a challenge, Kathy brings energy and  
 passion to everything she approaches.

 As Vice President of Manitoba Prairie Quilters, Kathy 
 donates her expertise to empower and connect others, 
 building community, providing motivation, encouragement,  
 training and opportunities. Her community heart led her 
to assist others to find “Their Way to Reconcile,” an endeavor to collect 215 homemade 
quilts for Indigenous children in Manitoba.

Generously contributing her resources, gifts and talents is Kathy’s passion  
and full time commitment.

 Katie North  
 Katie North is a busy mother of two, a full-time university  
 student graduating this fall, and a dedicated healthcare  
 worker. She works as a registered nurse at St. Boniface  
 Hospital in surgery and at Université Saint Boniface,  
 teaching nursing. Following her passion for environmental  
 activism and equitable healthcare for all Manitobans,  
 Katie has taken on many ambitious projects in these fields.  
 In addition, Katie has been a mentor to many young  
 women over the years through the Big Brothers and  
 Big Sisters Program and as a registered nurse. 

Katie plans to continue her studies by completing a nursing Ph.D. and research in  
environmental studies.  



 Kierra Ryner – Youth  
 Kierra Ryner is currently a student at the University of  
 Winnipeg. She is blessed to have been raised by a single  
 mom who showed her that she could make a positive  
 impact in the world, no matter where she came from.  
 She grew up in an environment where she was witness  
 to inequality, and the neglect of vulnerable people.  
 This directly shaped her passion for change.

 Kierra is studying human rights and conflict resolution,  
 with a minor in Women’s and Gender Studies and is  
 pursuing law with a focus on women’s rights.   

 Lorie English  
 Lorie English is the Executive Director of the West Central  
 Women’s Resource Centre. She has worked in the non-profit 
 sector for nearly 20 years, and in her time at WCWRC has  
 effectively managed the growth of the centre from 12 to 
 40+ staff and secured multi-year funding to ensure the 
 organization’s sustainability and capacity.

 Lorie is a strong advocate for investments in poverty  
 reduction and housing, working to end gender-based  
 violence for 30 years. She also teaches in the Urban  
 and Inner City Studies department at the University  
 of Winnipeg and is committed to ensuring that a  
 gender-based analysis is applied to community work  
 across the sector. 
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 Martha Chicas 
Martha Chicas, Registered Nurse, works as a Sexuality  

 and Reproductive Health Facilitator at the Sexuality 
 Education Resource Centre. Martha has extensive  
 experience in the design of culturally sensitive health  
 education programs. She has delivered many programs, 
 including intergenerational communication for new  
 immigrant parents, as well as violence prevention  
 for immigrant women and youth. 

 Martha’s work has provided newcomers with information  
 on gender equality and reproductive rights to support  
them during the cultural adaptation process. During the COVID-19 pandemic, Martha  
advocated for the needs of newcomers on issues of food security, childcare, and  
support to counter social isolation.  

 Meghan Greenlay   
 Meghan co-owns a salon in Osborne Village where she  
 has been a stylist for over 20 years, operating her own  
 chair. Her chair is a safe space for all and hair services  
 are unlabeled and genderless to create a more inclusive  
 experience.

 Six years ago, in her down time, she decided to take  
 some pottery classes at the Winnipeg Art Gallery.  
 Fast forward another five years and she developed  
 a well-known Canadian brand of ceramics called “ 
Meg Does Pottery.” In the thick of the pandemic as she closed the door to her  
salon three times for weeks on end, she decided to create an online market called  
Petit Magasin, as in-person markets were no longer an option. “PM” as it is known,  
is an online shopping platform that safely connects shoppers to artists and helps  
supplement much needed income for professional creatives. In the past year,  
Meghan has successfully hosted four online shopping experiences featuring  
over 40 female artists from across Canada.

 



Melanie Kennedy  
Melanie Kennedy is the Executive Director of Indigenous Languages Manitoba, where 
she is a champion of preserving and promoting Indigenous languages. Over her ten-year 
career at the organization, she has directed many different programs to keep Indigenous 
culture, tradition and language alive for future generations, such as free classes in Cree 
and Ojibwe, and Language Camps in Dakota and Ojibwe. 

Melanie has collaborated with a number of organizations including the University of 
Winnipeg, Native Communications Inc., Where Are My Keys, and Manitoba Aboriginal 
Languages Strategy. Under Melanie’s direction, Indigenous Languages Manitoba  
has introduced and grown an annual Honouring our Languages Conference,  
which continues to ensure the strength and survival of Indigenous languages.  

 Monika Feist  
 Monika G. Feist is the CEO of Success Skills Centre,  
 which she has been involved with since 1983 working  
 with immigrant professionals and skilled workers  
 needing assistance in returning to their occupations.

 She worked for the federal Employment and Immigration  
 Department (1975-1985) developing employment  
 and training policies and programs for women and  
 co-chaired the federal and provincial Subcommittee on 
 Women (Manitoba Labour Market Needs Committee).  
Prior, she was Communications Consultant to the ADM, Manitoba Department of  
Communications, Motor Vehicle Branch Public Relations Officer, and a writer,  
editor and community developer.

Monika has sat on numerous boards as either president, director or member, including 
Provincial Council of Women of Manitoba (PCWM), SEED, MANSO, Canadian Coalition 
Community-Based Employability Training, Employment Sector Table for Immigrant  
Partnership Winnipeg, Manitoba Fencing Association, YWCA, and Junior Achievement.  
She was instrumental in the founding of several organizations such as IWAM,  
Women’s Employment Counselling Services (EPW), Reaching E-Quality (REES), as well  
as encouraging the establishment of the City of Winnipeg Equal Opportunity Office.

She received the Citizenship and Immigration’s Citation for Citizenship and Long Service  
to Immigrants Awards, PCWM’s Celebrating Women’s Award, Nominee for Manitoba 
Women’s Business Owners, YWCA Woman of the Year and REES’s Dedicated Services 
Award.
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 Nicolle Martin 
 Nicolle Martin is currently the Foreman 2 for downtown  
 maintenance (parks and rec) for the City of Winnipeg.  
 She has worked for the city for 15 years and has worked  
 her way through the ranks at a great speed. All told,  
 Nicolle has worked in the arborist and landscape industry  
 for 24 years with various companies and the City of  
 Winnipeg. Nicolle completed her education in Landscape  
 Technology in 2004, and received her Arborist license  
 in 2007. She worked on the Dutch Elm Disease program  
for eight years, and then moved on to foreman roles in 2015. Nicolle has experience 
leading large teams with her current staff numbers at almost 60 members. 

Her hobbies include cooking, running and making snow sculptures for the Festival  
du Voyageur. Nicolle has a 24 year-old daughter and was a single mother at a very  
young age. This did not prevent her from attaining any of her goals. She is truly  
honoured by her nomination, and is looking forward to meeting and working with  
the next generation of women.

 Rochelle Dziadekwich  
 Rochelle Dziadekwich grew up playing multiple sports,  
 and her love for the game of soccer has led her to work  
 in the sports industry where she is passionate about  
 advocating for gender equality. She is currently the  
 Technical Manager for the Manitoba Soccer Association  
 and is working towards a Master of Science in Sports  
 Administration. Her ultimate goal is to one day make  
 an impact in the sporting world on a grander scale. 

 Rochelle is a Canada Soccer certified coach and enjoys  
helping the next generation of girls fall in love with soccer, a sport that has given  
her so much. In 2020, she was awarded the Sport Manitoba Women to Watch Grant  
and is a Fast and Female Sport Ambassador. In her free time, she is a freelance writer  
for the Women’s Sports Alliance, a global platform that champions and amplifies the  
women’s sports community. 



Sherrie Winstanley  
Sherrie Winstanley is the Executive Director of Safe Housing and Directed Empowerment 
Inc. (SHADE), an organization serving immigrant and refugee women and their children 
impacted by domestic violence. For nearly a decade Sherrie has worked to make her  
vision of SHADE a reality, building the organization from the ground up while assembling 
a team of dedicated volunteers and obtaining both charitable status and numerous  
grants. Throughout all of this Sherrie made herself available to support immigrant  
women overwhelmed by complex legal and social support systems, ensuring she  
was there for them when no one else had been. 

Before the pandemic, Sherrie secured funding for SHADE’s new MIRRORS program,  
a workshop series for immigrant women who are living in, or have recently left violent 
relationships. The program, which provided a much-needed space for survivors to share 
their stories and support one another, had to be suspended when COVID-19 arrived  
in Manitoba. Determined not to let a pandemic get in her way, Sherrie began putting 
together care packages for the women that SHADE serves, stayed in contact with  
them through video chat, and eventually relaunched the MIRRORS program when  
it was safe to do so. Sherrie’s passion for supporting survivors of domestic violence  
has changed lives, and will continue to do so for years to come. 

Stacey Kitz 
Dr. Stacey Kitz was raised in Brandon and currently works  

 in the Emergency Department at the Brandon Regional  
 Health Centre. Medical education has long been a passion,  
 which led to the development of the Brandon Site for the  
 Max Rady College of Medicine EM training program.  
 When the COVID-19 pandemic hit, Dr. Kitz took on the  
 regional ER lead for the COVID-19 response, working with  
 a strong group of female leaders to develop multiple policies 
 to be used throughout Prairie Mountain Health Region. 

While making her mark in a traditionally male-dominated field, Dr. Kitz was fortunate  
to have strong female mentorship and strives to provide the same for her trainees.  
Dr. Kitz is the proud mother of three children, including twin girls, and wants them  
to see how hard work and seemingly small actions can have a tremendous outcome  
in making the world a better place.
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 Tamara McColl
Dr. McColl is an emergency physician at St. Boniface  

 Hospital, Director of Education Scholarship and Faculty  
 Development within the Department of Emergency  
 Medicine and Assistant Professor at the Max Rady College  
 of Medicine at the University of Manitoba. She completed  
 her Royal College residency training in 2016 at the  
 University of Ottawa. Concurrently, she also completed  
 advanced simulation instructor training at Harvard  
 University and gained the Clinician Educator Certification  
 with the Academy for Innovation in Medical Education. 

Dr. McColl has been an invited speaker at national and international conferences,  
sits on many local and national medical education committees, engages in simulation  
education and educational research, and has numerous publications in the areas of  
medical education, simulation and emergency medicine. Throughout the pandemic,  
she worked tirelessly to develop novel COVID-19 processes and protocols, and used  
medical simulation in the emergency setting to ensure all attending physicians, residents, 
nurses and allied health staff were properly trained and comfortable resuscitating 
COVID-19 patients. She also helped inform local PPE processes and developed  
PPE and simulation videos that were used to prepare staff at other hospitals  
and medical departments.

 

 Taya Rtichsheva 
 Born and raised in Kazakhstan, Taya Rtichsheva earned  
 an Honour Bachelor Degree in Journalism in Russia.  
 Prior to immigrating to Canada in 2011, she spent six  
 years as director of documentaries in the Television  
 and Radio Complex of the President of Kazakhstan.

 Being passionate about the ethno cultural community  
 of Manitoba, Taya founded U Multicultural, the first  
 non-profit community-based ethno cultural media platform,  
 TV and Radio broadcaster, to highlight and give voice to  
Manitoba’s ethnic communities. In March 2020, she received the William Norrie Arts  
and Culture Volunteer Award. Taya is a recipient of CBC Manitoba Future 40. 



 Taylor Richards  
 Taylor Richards is a Social Worker (MSW) working  
 for South Central Committee on Family Violence Inc.,  
 a domestic violence shelter located in Southern Manitoba.  
 Taylor is passionate about advocating for women’s rights   
 and empowering women to live their lives free of violence.  
 Taylor is dedicated to advocating for women and children  
 living in rural Manitoba to have access to safe housing.  
 Taylor also served as the Research Coordinator for  
 Research and Education for Solutions to Violence and  
 Abuse (RESOLVE) working on their Rural Intimate  
 Partner Violence project. 

 Yijie (Jennifer) Chen 
 Graduating from the University of Manitoba with a  
 Master’s degree in Kinesiology, Yijie (Jennifer) Chen is  
 an award-winning activist. She was recognized as one  
 of the four “Immigrant Women of Inspiration” in 2021 in  
 Canada. During the pandemic, Jennifer united community  
 members in organizing a number of initiatives to give  
 back to the community and help fight COVID-19,   
 as well as anti-Asian racism campaigns to raise  
 awareness and fight against sexism. 

Jennifer’s passion is connecting with communities and fighting for justice. She is a  
proud Canadian and loving mother of two young children. 
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 Zita Somakoko 
 Deborah-Zita Somakoko is a God servant, a mother,  
 a business owner, an advocate, and a Public Speaker.  
 She turns “can’t into can” by coaching others into  
 becoming the best version of themselves, and she uses  
 her human resource expertise to provide solutions to  
 organizations’ operational growth by maximizing their  
 human capital. As a global human resource leader and  
 a woman of colour, Deborah-Zita uses her platform  
 and influence to train, educate and share her thoughts  
 on diversity and inclusion, gender-based violence and  
 human resource practices. 

Deborah-Zita has always enjoyed helping others. In fact, StratHR Solutions Inc.,  
her consulting firm, serves as a training ground for new human resource management 
graduates and uses part of its business earnings to support survivors and victims  
of domestic violence and their children. For Deborah-Zita, seeing people succeed  
is the best reward.




